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"The Effect of Different Teaaer Prompting
Techniques on Pupil Success in Deèoding for High and

Lor; Leve). Readers During Oral Reading"

Pamela R..Terry and Darla A. Cohe71.---'

Prev-ious research has indicated that teachers spend the majority of their

time on word recognition skills during periods of.reading instruction (Quirk,

t al., 1974), but little is known about the specific teacher behaviors used

to.teach suchiskills. Studies that have investigated beginning reading instruc-
.

tion,_such as the First Grade Studies of Bond &Tykstra (1967) and work with the

mentally retarded (Woodcock-and Dunn, 1967) have often begun with the assumption

that teachet.behaviors and reading methods could be treated as,a single dimension

and discovered later that such an assumption was unwarranied. Teachers using

the same curricular materials and methods still have shown -wide variation in the

manner in which rbading instruction is carried out.

A great deal of.interest has recently been focused on the types of pupil

errors or miscues made during oral reading (Goodman & BUrke, 1972), Several

studies of beginning reading have fOund thaerchildren seem to makC different

kinds of miscues at different stages or levels of the reading process (Barr,

1975; Biemiller, 1970; Cohen, 1975; Weber,, 1970 a 4 b). None of these-studies,

hoviever, has sPecifically looked at the role played by the teacher_inrtspbnding

oT ignoring) thildren's oral readi g_11-1. es

'Altliaugb-7-some may argue against prompting or responding to a chil(Ps miscues

(Goodman, 1965),. knowledgeable teacher responses to some reading miscues can.

be very useful in assisting children, especially.,the mildly handicapPed, in the

reading process (Cohen, 1975; Levitt, 1972.; Lynch and Epstein, 1974).



The focus of this study was on teacher promptins behavior during oral

.:...

readin with a specific interest in seeing whether or not teachers differentiate

betwe n th3 kinds of prompts or cues they give to more advanced as opposed to

less advanced readerS'. There was also interest in finding out the differential

succesS rates of these children in figuringeut unknown words as a result of

4

receiving Such teacher prompts-.

Thus, the purpose of this study was ea,compare the type and also .the

success rate of teacher responses (or prompts) given to. low level readerS with

the type and success rate of prompts given to high level readers. It was

.
predicted that the type of prompt given to low level readers would be significantly

different from the type of prompt given to high leVel readers. KSecond hypothesis

was that. the .prompts-given more frequently to the high level readers woulcl be

more successful with that zroup than with the low level readers and vice versa.

Method

Subjects

The subjects were 19 special education -er-V-a-C-et-e-a-chers who were

participating in a pra -eum-ling on teaching reading to the mildly handi-

Each.pre-service trainee was paired with a single pupil and worked

with that pupil for the duration of the 6 month tutoring program. All pupils

were drawn from regular and special education classes in the fiublic schools.

Criteria for admission into the tutoring program were as fqllows: second and

third grade pupils had to be reading at.least one year-below grade level and

.fourth, fifth and sixth grade punils at least two years below grade level.
4

.Priority was given to pupils having difficulty in word recognition,in word

analysis skills and in using functional decoding strategies during'oral reading

of continuous text. Table 1 shows demographic information on all pupils

participating in this study.
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ase sp cific teacher behaviors during'oral rea ing. The general purpose of

/
/

/

All teacer trainees received instruction with a module designed to
h

/

3

. -
the'Prom t ng module (Brady, 1975) is to train teachers in a set Of'decision

_ _ _ _

/

rules an in 'specific recommended behaviors to use when responding to pupil

miscues in oral reading. The module has the followinA objectives:

.Prompt to respond,to.only those miscues that change the meaning of

what i$ being read.

/Use the following prompts when responding t? a pupil,miscue: Structural.

Analysis, Attention, Pattern,-Ehonics, or Context.

T ese suggested teacher behaviors were derived froM fie d-oiservations (Epstein

.

d Lynch, 1974), studies of readin:g-s:trgf-egies of handicapped and poor readers

(Biemiller, 1970. -al'el975; Levitt, 1972) and/Minicourse 18: Teaching Reading

Decoding (Ward and Skailand, 1973). At the tiMe thi'S data Was,gatheted,

most of the teacher trainees had reached a criterion level of .generating these

recommended behaviors and employed them more often than other dysfunctional

strategies.

:the reading tUtoring program was conducted after'schoel hours in a laboratory

Classroom. Each child was tutored-for opb hour twiée a week Each of.these

sessions. cOnsisted of a 15 minute oral i4ading.leSson, during which,the pupil

read from a continuous text and was interrupted or prompted by the tutor on

the basis of the particular miscue made. The remainder of the time was spent-

on instruction in specific word recognition and comprehension skills indicated

as necessary by diagnostic test results. All pupils read materials approximately 4

one grade level above their instructional level so that a sufficient number of

.miscues requiring promPting would occur. The total number of words read
-

per lesson varied depending upon the child's level and rate, but all pupils

were reading with an error rate of approximately 10%.
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Matorials

The reading materials used by the pupils were taken from the New 0 )(In,
,

Highways_Seriea.(Johnson_et.al., 197.4)_and. Lippincott's..Basic_Rmding .(McCracken_.

, , ----
i

et al., 1963). Twc of the children were readingbelow the levels of the above

materials so they ere plac_cdithe Monster Books (Mance, ei al., 1S73) and

the Holt Satellite books (Applebaum, S. et al., 1973). The mean grade level

of the books read by Group one (low readers) wps 2.57 and the mezin level of the

books read by Group t.kio (high readers) was 3.91. For all the lessons analyzeA,

all children were reading in the same book with the exteption bf those children

reading in the Monster Books and Satellite books. Due to_the nature of ,these

two series, the children changed Vooks but remained ai the same level.
,

Observation System.

The Oral Reading Observation SYstem (OROS) (Brady, Lynch; Cohen, 1976) was

used to code all ihe oral reading lessons condacted. This_is-a- low inference

observation system contextuall.y specific.tb-oral reading. It discriminates

between pupil miscues, teacher prompting behaviors and pupil. responses to

those prompting behaviors. For the purposes of this study the following'ten

categories of teacher prompts and two categories of pupil responses to prompts

were used:

1. (31) Letter Name Prompts

2. (32) Spelling

3. (33) Structural

4. (34) Attention

S. (41) Isolated Sbunds

6. (42) Sound Out Word

7 . (44) Patterns (Word Families)



Sounds Within Words/Phonics Rules .

9. (51) Word Meaning

IO. (52) Context

11. (62) Pupil Correct Response to Prompt

12. (64) Pupil Exact Text Word Response/after Prompt

(For complete-definitions'of the OROS categories see Appendix A).

Four coders were trained at the beginning of the tptoring project with.

simulated'and live tapes of oral reading lessons and were given periodi:C

- . , _- . .

maintenance checks throughout the' year On a simulated tape used for....t.h.e.., ),.
. ,

maintenance check nearest the
,

time of this study, the mean percentage of

agreement with the criterion vas .82 (range .75 to .83) and the mean intracoder

agreement was .86:(range .85 to .87). Coefficients -eported are Flander'

modification of Scott's phi corrected for chance agreement (Frick & Semmel, 1974). '

Elxperimental Procedures

There were 19 tutor-pupil pairs participating in the study. Reading level

was deturmined by computing'the readability of the book the pupil was reading in

at the time of the study.. The mean of this' reading level Score and the pupil's

post-test total reading score on the Woodcock Reading Mastery Tests was, used

. .

to rank order the,pairs. The pupils %.ere then dividied at the median into.two

groups, high and low level readers. The mean score for group one (low-level)

was 2.24 (mange 1.1 to 3.3) and the mean score for group two (high levt.11) was

\

3.77 (range 3.3 to 4.9).

(

/

7
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- The oral reading observation data collected from fobr conse9Xive lessons

during the last thre; weeks of the tutoring prograM'were collapsed._ Since
/

both group§ were reading for 15 minutes with a 10% error rate, the low level

readers produCed a lower fequency of miscUes than the high level readers.

Due to this variation in the number of opportunities each tutor had to respond

to miscues, and consequently in the.number of prompts generatedall frequency

data concerning teacher prompts and success rates were converted into percentages.

The percentage of-time each prompt occurred was determined by the total

number of all teacher interruptions divided by the number of times each

individual prompt cat'egory ocAred. (Teacher management and feedback prompts/

were not consIdered in this stddy although they were included in the total

number,of p.:ompts generated.) The percentage of correct responses was determined

by the number Of times a particular prompt occurred divided by the numl,er of

times zhe.pupil responded to those prompts with a correct response, but was .

not Lble to providethe exact text 4ord. The percentage of exact word responses

was determined by the nuMber of ,timcs a particular prompt was given, divided by

. the number of times the pupil responded to those prompts with the exact,text word..

The design was a repeated measures analysis of variance. The two levels

of groups were high and low level readers. The a-A:gysis compared the .same.

subjects over 1C different proMpting categories. The group sizes were unequal

(9 low and 10 Ugh) but the ANOVA program used to analyze the data adjusts

for unequal numbers of subjects, therefore al-1-:data Was analyzed. Tukey's

tests were run on all possible pairwise comparisons of'promptsas,well as

comparing both groups of readers oh each individual category of prompt.



Results and Discussion

V. .

0.

As seen in,Table 2, there was no significant difference b&t ech groups

in the overall percentage of time teacher prompts occurred. This was to be

expected, as the tutors-.had been instructed to adjust the difficult of the

reading material so as to maintain an approximate miscue rate. This

\
result shows .

. that.the 10% miscue rate did provide a consistent opportunity'for pron)ting

children reading at higher as well as lower reading levels.

The analysis of variance showed a. highly significant prompt effect,

F(9, 153).= 36.55, pe..0000, indicating that the ten categories of teacher

prompts did not occur equally often. It cau be seen, in Figure I, that some

types of prompts accounted for a much higher percentage of total prompts than

--others. The tutors.of both groups of readersTwere clearly concentrating their'

prompting efforts on the five suggested prompting categories -- in frequency of

occurrence, structural (33), :ontext .(52), attention (34), phonics (45), and pattern

(44) prompts ,-- to the virtua: exclus'ion ofother less efficient prompting cate,ories.

In examining success rate, there was a signific\ ant group effect for-
_

both correct responses, F(1, 17) = 4.78,,p<.04, and cx,act word responses,

F(1,17) = 5.34, p<.03, to teacher prompts. The readers\in the n.gher group

were more likely than those in the lower grup to determrne the desired text

wotd following a teacher rrompt.
ci

There was alSo a significant prompt effect When examining Success rate;
',

both for correCt responses and exact word responses: F(9, 15$) = 6.23, p<.0000,

and. F(9,153).=. 9.13, p<.0000 respectively. Thus,. some prompt'S.. had a much
\ .

higher likelihood of resulting in Pupil detOding success than_others..
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&peciffcally, attention prompts (34) and structural prompts res9ted flit the

highest success rates.

When considering success rate, there was, however, no group by prompt

category interaction; indicating that the high and low level readers in

$his study did not differ greatly in which prompting Categories they found to

be successful or unsuccessful clues to decodin.

A major finding of interest was the highly significant interaction

between.groups and categories of prompts in the percentage of time teacher

prompts occurred, F(9, 153) = 5.01, 134(.0000: Although children in both the

higher and lower groups received the five recommended prompts more often

thqn the other fiveprompts available, each group had. different rank orders

of the percentage of time the five prompts occurred. Therefore, it scems

evident that teachers do differentiate the pattern of prompts they give to

children at different levels of reddingskill by emphasizing certain prompts

.withlow readers and other prompts with high-level readers.' The first

hypothe-is 14as, thus, supported.

Although, as seen in Figure 1, both high level and low level readers

received equally high percentages of structural (33) promr.: , there were

significant discrepancies between the groups in the percentages of attention

(34), context (52),.and pattern (44) prompts given. In order to compare the

high and low groups of readers on individual prompts,. post-hoc Tukey's cempnr-

isons were run. Results of the tests showed that the higher-level readers

received significantly greater percentages of attention prompts, q (18) =

-7:756, 1)4(.01 "coMpared to the.lower-level readers. There waS also a cor-

responding iscrepancy between the groups in the children's success rateS

followi g attention prompts. When children in the lower group were given

atteltion prompts, they were far less likely than those in the higher group
i/

_it
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to be able to figure out the unknown word. In spite of this, attention prompts

still accounted for the most successful responses for the lower group. The

better readers participating in the tutoring prorram not only received signii-

icantly greater percentages oi attention prompts from their tutors, but they

also were significantly more successful in decoding the exact text word

following attention prompts q (18) = .4.821, p<.01. This result..gives

partial support to the second hypothesis.that the groups would show signifi-

cantly.different success rates for those prompts which were given significantly

more often to one group than to the other.

An explanation offered to account for this result is that the better

readers may have become sufficiently familiar with the information imparted

14L

through teacher prompts so that a mere indication by the teacher to attend to

the word was adequate information for them to run through word attach strategies

until they could.decode the exact text word. The lower group of readers, on

the other hand, Whs noi able to use attention cues in this manner. They seemed

io require more specific types of information in order to decode an iinknown.word.

Attention prompts' were, however, the only category of prompt for which the

4,
groups had significantly different success rates. In spite of the fact that

the Iower group of"readers recciv 1 significantly greater percentages of context (52:

prompt's, there was no correspondig difference between groups in success rate

following context prompts. Thus the second hypothesis was not fully supported.

The lower group of readers-received significanty higher percentages of

'both pattern (44) prompts and context (52) prompts with respective q values of

q (18) = 5.078, p .01 and q (18) = 8.928, p .01. TI-Ire were no significant

AO:

differences between groups, however, in the success rates the children had

.1"

1.1
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whenrosponding to patter:Cand context prompts with either correct (although

not oxalt) answers or exact text words.

100
The tutors, thus, gave the lower renders a higher percentage of

structural and context prompts than thoy gave to the higher readers, even

though both groups had equal success rates using such prompts. The fact

that the lower group of readers received greater percentages of context

prompts seemed surprising at first, as,it had been anticipated that teachers

would be more likely to draw better reader's attention to meaning, while

concentrating more On graphemic or phonic analysis skills with tho lower

group of readers.

The reason why context cues accounted for the highest percentage of

prompts received by tho lower rea.ders may be that these readers do not have

sufficient prerequisite3,ki.1.1s to take advantage of prompts relating to

specific phonic rules or other prompts requiring some minimal knowledge

base. In fact, the higher group,was significaltly more successful in

responding correctly to pattern isolated sounds and phonic rules prompts.

Context prompts, on the other hand, constitute a familiar strategy for

the lower readers, having been previously available for use with oral language

dev.lopment. The higher level readers, an the other hand, can use context

prompts with good suczess rates and, in addition, have mastered other reading

strategies to an extent where they can succeed in decoding unknown words with

a sidiple reminder in the form of an attention prompt.

In summary, the major findings of this study were.:

1. Teachers are able to differentiate the types of prompts ihey give

most frequently to high and.low level readers. In this study the teach

gave significantly higher percentages of context 'and pattern prompts t

the low readers while giving significantly higher percentages of

attcntiokprompts_to the high readers.



7 2. The success rate of children decoding a wo:-d following a particular

teacher prompt varies with their readirig skill level. Better readers

are able to show more success with a wider variety of teacher,promOs.

Two of the recommended prompts "attention and structural - resulted

in the highest success rates for both groups. The higher level

readers were significantly more successfulv.in decoding unknown words

using phonics rules and, pattern prompts.
,

3. Teachers who are trained in the use of d wide variety of teacher

prompting behaviors are able to use different patterns of prompting

behaviors with children showing higher and lower levels of reading

skills. .This implieS that if teachers.are given training in a

repertorie of prompting behaviors (inStead of relying on the overused

and relatively unsuccessful "sound dt oUt" prompt) they have the

,ability to adjust their prompts to. the changing needs of the pupils.

Thus, teach-e-r prompting behaviors can be used as an efficient and

.uccessful-means of helping children with reading difficulties

master complex reading strategies_

I.

13
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vigure 1. The
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/.Tabl e 1

Pupil Demographic Information
in Order by Group

Tutor/Pupil# Age at Sex Grade Total Book Readibility* Sccire**,

time of Reading lev,e1

study woodcock.
Sedre

Grown .1 /

A
2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

Group 2

10.9
12.6'

8.5
8.8
8.7
8.11
8.2
9.4

9.6

..-

9.5
10.4

8..3

9.9
9.4 .

9.11.
13:3
8.1

9.8
9.7

M
M
M
F

F.

/4

F

M
M

P

1.1

11

.11'

,M

1.1.

M.

M
F

M

i.

/3
6

2

2

,2

".', ,r,..

'2

3

3

3

3

2'.

3

2

4

6.

3:

3'

4

1.4

1.7

1.7
2.0
2.3

2.9

2.8

- 3.0
2.7

3.4-..

3.6
3.9:

.3.6
3.4

3.4

3.5

31.6

3.6
4.9

:

c.

1 C
11....1
M.-13.

2 B
2 B
4 .0

4.0
4.0
4.0

4.0 ,

3.0
4.0.

4%0
4.0
I

I

1

J

. J

( .8)

(1.0)

(1.0)

(2.0)
(2.0)

(3.2)

(3.2)

(3.2)

(4.0)

.E3.2).

(3.Q):
(3.2)

'(3.2)

(3.2)
(4.0)

4.0
4.0 .,..

5:0
5.0

1.1

1.3
1.3
2./.,

2.1

3.0
3.0
3.1

3.3

3.3

3.3
3.5
3.5

3.7

3.7'

3.7

3..8

4.3
4 .9

10
11

.,

12.

13

14 .,

=,

15

16

17

18

19

iS

I = :Lippincott level I

J = Lippincott level J

= Monster Book;

HS.= Holt Satellite

*.= These levels.were computed using the Harris and Jacobson's readability
formulas 1 and:2.

**I Score based on total reading and readability level.
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\,Tahle 2

Analysis of VarianOe
Results for Percents ofAll Prompt Categories,

CorrectResponses and Exact Word ResponseS

Variable Source MS Df
. F-Ratio

% of Total
Prompts

Groups

Error (G)
Prompts
GP

-Error (P)

.694. .

'.:9.928

815.307
111.785
22.304

1.

17.
, 9..

9.

153.

.070 : .7901

,36.554: .0000*
5.012 .0000*

Ps. Prrect.

-iResponses
-.

..

Groups
Error (G)

Prompts
GP
Error (P)

821_053
171.612
.981.312
195.125
157.597

1.

17.

9.

9.

153.
)

4.784

6.227
1.225

.0400

.0000

.2826

% Exact

'Word

Responses

Groups
Error (G)

Prompts
GP
Error (P)

1794.182 ,
335.830

3791.755
379.003
415.422

-
1.

17.

9.

9.

153.

,

5.343

9.127
.912

.0319*

.0000*
..5167

*p significant at .05 level

Table 4'
_

,Trial. Means and GrOUR,f)y Trial MeanS
.for Percent 'of Occurrance of All ProMpt.s

Prompt 31 32 ,33 34 41 4? 44 45_ ,51 52T, 3.0 .6819.68 12.42, 3.36 .05 7.10 8.89 2.73 14.57,i

G1 255 .66 18.11 8:.0 3.22 0 10.0 7.44 2.22 19.66
.-i

G2 3.4 .70 21.10 16.4 3.50 .10 4.5 10.20 3.20 10.00

'
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Table 3

Means and Standard Deviations for Percents of PromptsJ
'Correct.Resporises.and Exact Word*Responses for'all SS by Group

Prompt Percent
GI G2

Correct Response.
GI G2

31 X 2.555 3.400 2.500

SD (1.509) (2.914) (7.906)

32 .666 .700 3.300

SD (1.414) (1.252) (10.436)

33 T 18.111 21.100 18.444 24.500

SD (9.400) (6.208) (9.888) (11.636)

34 -f 8.000 16.400 .222 .700

SD (4.770) (6.433) (.667) (1.494)

41 5: 3.222 3.500 3.111 14.000

SD (3.346) (4.353) (6.353) (20.656)

42 5; 0 .100 0

SD . 0 .316 0- 0

44 5: -10.000 4.500 8.111 23.800

SD (5.025) (3.171) (11.868) (22.09)

45 5: 7.444 10.200 2.222 11.900

SD (3.972) (5.029) (3.346) (16.623:)

si 2.222 3.200 12.333 7.500

SD (1.394) (3.327) (32.741) (12.938)

52 T 19.666 10.000 10.222 8.300

SD (6.305) (7.513) (5.974) (9.758)

ExaCt Word
G1 G2

26.777 24.100
(32.733) (23.858)

11.555 23.100
(24.820) (41.305)

30.111 38.600
(8.343) (16.119)

33.555 56.100
(11.348) (10.203)

28.666 31.900
(28.777) (22.368)-,

0 9.900
0 (31.307)

42.333
S4.491)

35.000
(9.573)

45.100
(28.696)

36.7.00

(22.386)

41.777 -25.700

(39.912) (25.082)

37.333 $- 35.600
(15.516) (22.555)

Column Key: ,G = Group 1 --lower reading level'.

G
2
= Group 2 -- higher reading level.

4,.

Row Key: 31 7' Letter name prompts , 42 ...Sound oUt word

32 = Spelling
.

44 = Pattern (Word families)

33 = Structural . 45 = Sounds within words /

34 = Attention phonics rules

41 = Isolated sounds 51 = Word meaning
52 = Context
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Aripendix A

Codes and Definitions of All. OROS Categories:
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Category 1:

4

Targeli/Pupil:" Exact Oral Reading ;

CategOry "21._: Target Pupil: Miscues.

21 Meaning Change
22 No/Low Meaning Change

2

. 5

4

.--5

No Response/Don't Know'
Sounding or Naming Letter(s).
No/Low.Similarity .

!Ugh Similarity
Dialect Based

Insertion/Omission

Category.

31

32:
33
_
5,1

j'eacher Look Prompts

Letter Name(s)
Spelling
Structural
Attention

1

2

Direct
Indirect

CategOry:4

41
427
437_.

44

45

_ Teacher: Sound Prompts

Isolated Sounds
Sound Out Mord
Unnatural Stress
Tattern_.

Sounds.Within Words/OhOnics

2
Direct'
Indirect

Category 5_'_:' Teacher: Meaning Prompts- ,

51 WOrd Meaning
82' Context.

1

2
Rirect.

Indirect

Category 6_ : Pupil: Answers to Prompts

6y- 'Incorrect AnSWer/Werd
.62- Correct,Amwer,
63 Self-Correction
64' Exact.Word/Meaningful,Miscue
65. Non-target Pupil, PromPts/AnswerS

Category Teacher: Teedback and Management.

71 Pogitive Feedback
72 Negative Feedback,.
73 'ManageMent
74 Turnsto Another Pupil '

Category 8: Teacher:. Telling

Category 9: Non-Oral Reading/Other

Figure 1:

The Oral Readin0jbservation System Categories: Full Version

ski;



Category.31 - Letter Name(s) Teacher'Prompts:: The teacher names,
or asks\the pupil to name, a'letter (or several
le,tters) within,the text word or miscue.

,
Category 311 - Letter Name(s) Teacher Prompts. The teacher

names a letter (or several letters) within the
text word or miscue.

Category 312 - Letter Name is) leacher Prompts. The-teacher
asks the pupil to name a letter (Or several
letters) within the text word or asks if a
letter appears in-it.-

Category. 32 Spelling TeaCher Prompts. The'teacher spells, or
asks' the pupil to.spell, the text word or niscue.

Category 321 -

Category 322 -

Spelling Teacher Prompts. The teacher spells
the,teit word or miscue for the pupil..

Spelling Teacher PromPts. The teacher asks
the pupil to sPell the text word or miscue..

Category 33 - Structural Tea,cher Prompts. The teacher tells, or
asks the pupil_td tell., about the text'word's
structural components, i.e., its syllables, base'or
inflected ending, or kind of word (compound or,
cOntraction).-

.Category 331 - Structural Teacher Prompts. The teacher tells
the pupi1 one or more syllabits's of the text
word,,its, base or inflecred ending, or what
kind Of compound or controction it is.

Category 332 - Structural Teacher Prompts. The teacher simply
asks the pupil tO tell, a syllaple of the text
word or its base or inflected'ending or tells
tht, pupil the word has more than ..lsyllable or
-is a compeund or contraction.

Category. 34 - Attention Teacher Prompts. lhe,teacher.focuses the
pupil's'visual attention 'on all of a text. word.

Category 341 Attention Teacher Premptq.. .The.teacher focuses
the,pupil's,visual attention on all,Of a text
wOrd.

_

Category 41 - Isolated Sounds Teacher PromptS. 'The teacher says,
or asks the-pupil.' to say, the sound for a letter(s)
in the text word or miscue in isolation._

0

Category 411 - Isolated Sounds Teacher Prompts. The teacher'
says in isolation the sound for a letter(s) in
the text word or miscue.

9 2



Definitions of All OROS Categories

This 1Wendix lists the definitions of all the categories

in OROS for easy reference.whetiever yeu have a question about a
1

code. All categories are defined in the same order us they

appear in this manual. Italicized definitions refer to codes

which only appear in the Full Version of_OROS.' If yni learned

OROS:S, skip those definitions in italics. If.you learned the

full version of OROS, all definitionA apply.

Category 1. The pupil whom the teacher has asked to read is
reading words in the story exactly as they appear.

Category 21. The pupil's miscue 'changes the intended meaning of
the rentence.

Category 22..The pupil'smiscuo clianjles the intended meaning of
the sentence sli:ghtly or not at all.

Category 216. '.The pupil doesn't. attempt the text wor4 eit all
by stopping reading or saying he.doesn'tknOw
.the word.

Category 211. The pupil makes an isolatV sounu fer ene or
more letters in the text word ("buh-'L-tnh" (or

'BAT) or names one or more letterp in.the text
word ("B7A-T" for BAT).'

Category 2_2. The pupil substitutes a_word that has leE,s than
half'of the .letters 'in the text word.'

Category 2._ The pupil substitutes.a word that ,has at least
half of its letters the same as letters_in the
.text word.

Category 224. 'Thepupil's miscue occurs because he is translating
text grammar or words into his cpwn language.

Category 2_ The pupil omits 'a wordwhich.iS in the 'text or
inserts a word not in the text

Category 31. The teacher names. or'asks the pupi71 to nam6, a
letter (or several letters within the text word or

, .miscue.



Category 412 - Isolated Sounds Teacher Prompts. Tilt- ....ocher

asks the pupil to say ir isolation the scund for
a letter(s) in' the text word or miscue.

.

Category 42 7 Sound OutTWord Teacher Prompts. The teacher sounds
Out, or asks the pupil to sound out, all or most
/of ale text word by saying an isolated sound for
:each letter.

Category 21 - Sound Out Word Teacher Prompts. The teacher
sounds out afl,or most of the text word by

) saving an isolated sound for each letter.-

Category 1422 - Sound Out Word Teacher Prompts. The teabher
asks the pupil.tO sound out :11 or most of tt,e
text word by saying an isolated sound for each
letter.

Category 43 Unnatural Stress Teacher Prompts. The teacher says
in isolation the beginning consonant(s).of the text

'word but says therest of the text word in a natural
manner.

Category 431 - Unnatural Stress n"-'.acher Prompts. The teacher
says in isolation .the beginning consonant(s)
of the teXt word but/Says thc rest of it in a

natural manner.

Categoiy'44 - Pattern Teacher Prompts. The teacher tells, or asks
the pupil tb say, a/Word which rhymes with the text
word, (or says a group of letters in it then:sub-
stitutes a consonant from the text word into the
rhyming word and asks the pupil' to say it.

Category 441 -.Pattern Teacher Prompts. The teacher tells the
PUpil a/Word/which rhyms with the text wOrd or
tells bow tO say a group of letters in it.

Category 442 - Pattern Teacher Prompts. The tSacher asks the
/

pupil to say a word which rhymes with the text
. /
word (or some of the letters) and then zub-
stitutes 'a consonant frOm the text word and as s
the .pupil to say it..

Category 45 - Sounds Within-Words, Phonies Rules Teaeher Prompts.
The teacher tells, or asks the pupil to tell, what
sound(s) the letter(s) in the text word make by' L
saying another word containing the same sound or by
telling, or asking, about a phunics rule.

9 4
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Category 451 - Sound.; Within Words; Phonics, Rules Teacher Prompts.
The :teacher tella what .sound(s) the letter(s) in
the'text word make by saying a word which contains

---
the same: sound or tells a.phonics rule.

Category 452 -'SoundAllpithin Words, Phonics RuleaTeacher Prompts.
The.teacher asks the pupil to/say a wprd containing
a same letter(s) as the text:word or asks about
a. phonics rule.

Category Meaning Teacher Prompts. Me teacher tells, or asks
the pupil to tell, the meaning of a text word.

Ifategory 511 - Meaning Teacher Prompts. The teacher gives the
'meaning of a text word.

/Category 512 Meaning Teacher_Prompts. The teacher asks the,
pupil what the meaning of a text word is.

44i,category 52 - Context Teacher Prompts. The teacher gives, or asks
the pupil to give, the meaning of the sentence or
story to help the pupil figure out text words.

Category 521 - Context reacher
Prompts.: The teacher gives the

maaning of the sentence dr stOry to help.the
pupil figure out a text word.

Category 522 - Contex;: Teacher Prompts. The teacher asks the
pupil to use the.neaning of the sentance or
story tO figure out a text word.

Category 61 - Incorrect Answer/Word. The target pupil in.:orrectly
answers a teaCher prompt, attempts the teXt w6rd
unsucces'sfully, or says he does not know the answer.

CategOr 62 - Correct. Answer. The target pupil correctly an5wers
a teacher prompt without giving the text word or'no
.a meaning change miscue for the text word.

.

Category 63 - Self-Correction. The target pupil, after making a
miscue,'corrects his own miscue with no help from
the teacher or another pupiL:

-

Category 64 - Exact Word/No Meanihglange Miseue. The argct
pupil gives the exact text word or a no meaning
change miscue after a teacher or other pupil prompt.

Category GS - Non7Yarget Pupil Prompts/Answers. A non-target pupil
'the reading group either gives information about

the word on which the target pUpi.l has miscued (hy
prompting or telling the word) or answers a teacher
prompt:

A 01



Category 71 - Positive Feedback/Encouragement. Thc teacher praises
. the target pupil or encourages him to attempt a
word.

Category 72 -

Category 73

Negative Feedback. -The teacher tells the target
pupil that a particular answer or miscue is incorxect.

- Management.. ,The tcachar instructs:the target pupil
to begin reading,,tells him to read slowly or -.arefully.*
directs the pupil where to read, or asks the pupil to
Lepeat a sentence because (a) the pupil was not under-
stood, (b) thc teacher wants the pupil to read the
sentence with no miscues, or (c) the teacher.wants
the pupil to read with more em)ression.

Category 74 - Turns to Another Pupil.. .he teacher turils to a non-
target pupil for the answer to a prompt, asks any
non-target pupil to respond or asks the non-target
pupil to help the target pupil.

Category 8

Category 9

- Teacher Telling. The teacher tells, the pupil the
uAnown word with a normal pronunciation.

- Non-Oral Reading/Other. 'flie teadier, target pupil,
orrion-target pupil is not talking about word rec-
ognition during oral reading; there '.s.too much
confusion to code; or the teacher reads orally what
the pupil has not attempted.


